Introduction
The solution of large linear systems Ax = b; (1) where A 2 R N N is symmetric, but inde nite, is required in many important applications. Often the matrix A is highly inde nite, i.e., it has both many positive and many negative eigenvalues. For example, consider the Stokes problem of determining the velocity eld u and pressure p of an incompressible uid in a ow region R d , d = 2; 3. The ow is described by the coupled partial di erential equations ? r 2 u + grad p = f in ; div u = 0 in ;
+ appropriate boundary conditions;
where > 0 denotes the viscosity of the uid. Finite-di erence or nite-element approximations of (2), possibly using stabilized discretizations, lead to linear systems (1) 
see, e.g., 10, 14] . The matrix B in (3) represents the discretization of the term ? r 2 u in (2), and thus B is positive de nite. Furthermore, the matrix C in (3) usually has full row rank, and D is a positive semi-de nite matrix. These properties imply that A is an inde nite matrix with m positive and N?m negative eigenvalues. Note that N?m m=d, and therefore, the matrix A is highly inde nite. Linear systems (1) with coe cient matrices of the form (3) (often with C the zero matrix) also arise as subproblems in optimization algorithms, such as interior-point methods for linear and nonlinear programs, or sequential programming methods for constrained nonlinear programs; see, e.g., 4, 9] . Again, the matrix A is typically highly inde nite.
The standard conjugate gradient-type Krylov-subspace algorithms for the iterative solution of symmetric inde nite linear systems are SYMMLQ and MINRES due to Paige and Saunders 13] . Both SYMMLQ and MINRES are based on the Lanczos process for symmetric matrices. Consequently, when preconditioning is used, then the coe cient matrix of the preconditioned systems needs to be symmetric. This condition implies that the preconditioner itself needs to be a symmetric positive de nite matrix. This restriction for the choice of possible preconditioners for SYMMLQ and MINRES is rather unnatural when the coe cient matrix itself is highly inde nite. In this note, we describe a new iterative method for solving symmetric inde nite linear systems that can be combined with arbitrary symmetric preconditioners. The algorithm can be interpreted as a special case of the quasi-minimal residual (QMR) method 5, 6] for general non-Hermitian linear systems, and like the latter, it generates iterates de ned by a quasi-minimal residual property. The proposed method has the same work and storage requirements per iteration as SYMMLQ or MINRES, however, it usually converges in considerably fewer iterations.
The QMR Method for Non-Hermitian Linear Systems
In this section, we brie y recall the QMR method 5, 6] respectively. These vectors are constructed to be block-biorthogonal; for example, if no look-ahead steps occur, then they are even biorthogonal, i.e., w T j v k = 0 for all j 6 = k = 1; 2; : : :; n:
We mention that, in our implementation of the look-ahead Lanczos algorithm, the Lanczos vectors are always scaled to unit length: kv n k 2 = kw n k 2 = 1 for all n:
The Lanczos vectors can be generated by means of short vector recurrences. For the right Lanczos vectors fv j g n+1 j=1 , these recursions can be summarized compactly in the relation AV n = V n+1 T n :
Here, V n := v 1 v 2 v n ], and T n is an (n + 1) n matrix whose entries are the coe cients of the Lanczos recursions. The matrix T n is both block tridiagonal and upper Hessenberg, and it always has full rank n. Setting W n := w 1 w 2 w n ], the recurrences for the left Lanczos vectors fw j g n+1 j=1 can be summarized in the relation A T W n = W n+1Tn :
Here,T n is again a block tridiagonal (n + 1) n matrix that is also upper Hessenberg.
The QMR method is a Krylov-subspace iteration, i.e., it produces a sequence of approximations to the solution of (1) of the form x n 2 x 0 + K n (A; r 0 ); n = 1; 2; : : : :
Since the right Lanczos vectors fv j g n j=1 span K n (A; r 0 ), any possible iterate can be written as x n = x 0 + V n z n ; where z n 2 C n ; and z n is a free parameter vector. In QMR, z n is chosen as the (unique) solution of the least-squares problem kf n ? T n z n k 2 = min z 2 C n kf n ? T n zk 2 ; where f n := kr 0 k 2 0 0 ] T 2 R n+1 : (5) We remark that, by (4), the residual vector of the nth QMR iterate x n is given by b ? Ax n = V n+1 (f n ? T n z n ) : (6) Hence, in view of (5), the QMR iterate x n is characterized by a minimization of the second factor in the representation (6) of its residual vector. This is called a quasi-minimal residual (QMR) property, and the resulting iterative scheme for solving linear systems (1) is the QMR method. The solution of the least-squares problem (5) and the QMR iterates can be easily updated from step to step, using only short vector updates; see 5]. It is also possible to replace the three-term look-ahead Lanczos algorithm by a coupled two-term look-ahead Lanczos algorithm; the resulting implementation of QMR is discussed in 6]. Finally, a very simple no-look-ahead version of the coupled two-term QMR algorithm was derived by Freund and Szeto in 7] . They showed that the no-look-ahead QMR iterates can be obtained from the classical biconjugate gradient (BCG) algorithm 12] by performing one additional vector update and a few scalar updates at each BCG iteration. The resulting algorithm is called \QMR-from-BCG".
Simpli cation of the Lanczos Process
The 
and if the initial vector w 1 is chosen as w 1 = Pv 1 =kPv 1 k 2 . In fact, it can be shown that the Lanczos vectors satisfy w n = Pv n kPv n k 2 for all n:
Therefore, each matrix-vector product with A T can be replaced by a matrix-vector multiplication with P. In particular, if the computation of products with P is cheap, then the resulting simpli ed Lanczos algorithm, as well as the QMR method, requires only half the work and storage of the general Lanczos process. For example, if P is a sparse matrix, then computing products with P is cheap. There are also important cases of dense matrices for which matrix-vector products P v can be computed e ciently; for instance, this is the case if P is a Toeplitz matrix, see 8].
The Symmetric QMR Algorithm
We now return to linear systems (1) (7). Consequently, the QMR algorithm applied to (8) simpli es. Furthermore, by rewriting the resulting QMR algorithm in terms of the original system (1), it can be seen that the multiplications with P need not be done explicitly. In fact, the matrices M 1 and M 2 appear in the algorithm only in the usual preconditioning solves of systems of the form M 1 r = t and M 2 u = t. We refer to the resulting QMR method for symmetric inde nite systems (1) with symmetric preconditioners M as the symmetric QMR algorithm.
A simple no-look-ahead version of the symmetric QMR algorithm derived from Freund and Szeto's QMR-from-BCG can be stated as follows. If x n has converged, then stop.
3) If n?1 = 0, then stop. Otherwise, set u n = M ?1 2 t; n = r T n u n ; n = n n?1
; and q n = u n + n q n?1 :
We remark that, in Algorithm 1, r n denotes the BCG residual, and not the residual vector associated with the nth QMR iterates x n . Furthermore, u n = M ?1 r n = M ?1 2 M ?1 1 r n is the preconditioned BCG residual.
Numerical Examples
We performed extensive numerical tests with Algorithm 1 for symmetric, highly inde nite linear systems arising in uid ow computations and as subproblems within optimization algorithms. We now present two typical examples.
The rst example is a linear system (1) If no preconditioning is used, then the symmetric QMR algorithm 1 and MINRES are mathematically equivalent. In Figure 2 , we also plotted the residual norm (9) for a run of Algorithm 1 without preconditioning (dashed line). Note that the method does not converge in a reasonable number of iterations. We remark that all Krylov-subspace iterations typically converge very slowly for highly inde nite coe cient matrices.
Finally, we refer the reader to 4] for further results of numerical experiments with linear systems from optimization problems. In 4], Freund and Jarre use the symmetric QMR Algorithm 1 to solve the symmetric inde nite linear systems that arise in each iteration of a primal-dual interior-point method for linear programs. 
